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Mapping Japan

● Maps Produced by GSI
Basic Maps: maps serving as base maps of the country

GSI develops the “Digital Japan Basic Map” as a basic map of Japan that is necessary for management of the
nation’s land and identification of the nation’s territories. The Digital Japan Basic Map consists of “cartographic information,” “orthophoto imagery” and “geographic name information,” which collectively represent
the national land of Japan.
Cartographic information

Orthophoto (Orthographic) imagery

Information created as cartographic
data covering the whole country which
is based on the Fundamental Geospatial
Data* to which data on other features
including constructions and contours
necessary for land management and
other purposes are added.

Imagery converted from aerial photographs to be displayed as a photographic image combined with the corresponding map. It is also available as
source material for preparing and
updating cartographic information.

Geographic name information
Information including populated area
names, natural geographic names,
public facilities which is created as basic
information, a key to finding positions.

*Fundamental Geospatial Data: Highly accurate information including location information such as road edges and the peripheral lines
of buildings that commonly serve as the reference for positions on digital maps.

Thematic Maps: maps depicting specific detailed themes
Data on the positions and heights of roads,
buildings and contours are being collected
with the equipment capable of producing
3D images from pairs of aerial photographs.

Developing a base map for all maps
Maps developed by GSI serve as a basis for all maps
and play a key role in promoting the national land
management and disaster mitigation.
GSI’s maps are categorized into two types: “basic
maps” developed with such basic features as roads,
buildings and rivers of the whole country; and “thematic maps” based on basic maps with such information as active fault, landform classification and
land use.
Provided on digital media and on paper, GSI’s maps
are used as base maps in creating such diverse maps
as hazard maps by local government, and maps for
smartphone and tourist maps by private companies.
The maps produced by GSI serve as base maps for
many of those which you use in daily life.

Basic Map

Plateau

Natural levee
Floodplain

Special efforts for 2020 TOKYO OLYMPICS

Land condition map

GSI has created special pictograms and developed a standardized notation system for English names of area and
facility to prepare maps that can easily be read by international visitors to Japan for Tokyo 2020 Olympic and
Paralympic Games and after with a view to realizing an authentic tourism-oriented country.
Koban

(Police Box)

Post
Oﬃce

Hospital

Japanese
map symbols

Topographic map
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Thematic Map

Thematic maps, depicting specific themes according to the purpose of use, are used to predict and
identify measures for mitigating effects of natural
disasters, and as fundamental materials for investigation, research and education.
Among others, land condition maps indicate
diverse land areas under land categories relating to
topographic shapes, backgrounds and natures such
as “plateau,” “floodplain” and “natural levee.” This
landform classification is useful for estimating risks
of natural disasters and drawing up regional development plans.

Colorized elevation map

Interna�onal visitorsoriented map symbols
https://www.gsi.go.jp/kihonjohochousa/multilingual.html
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Producing A Map
1. Aerial Photography

2. Field Surveying

3. Plotting

4. Map Editing
Name of municipality and
map symbol of post oﬃce

〇〇市
GSI's survey aircraft "Kunikaze III"

Tracing peripheral lines

UAV is locally used
as appropriate.

Photographic staﬀ
onboard the aircraft

Maps are produced using aerial photographs of land taken by a
survey aircraft. Photographs are redundantly taken with overlapping
so that the ground surfaces on the resulting photographs can
appear stereographical.

Column
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Checking the road shape

GNSS sur veys are conducted on site to
add accurate positions and heights to the
aerial photographs. Objects (e.g. roads)
that are not readable on documents are
investigated on site.

Prompt update
‒ map updated upon opening of a new road

Blueprint obtained,
map updated

ＡＦＴＥＲ

In addition to the cartographic production presented here, GSI is engaged in the production of maps based on
design drawings collected from road constructing and operating entities. Since design drawings of newly projected
roads are procured before start or completion of construction work, operations for updating the existing maps can
be started or completed before their opening. Through this scheme, maps were updated immediately after the
openings of about 140 new roads in 2018.
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Category of road: Prefectural Route
Width of road: 5.5-13 m
Administrator: Prefectural government

Position and height are added to aerial
photographs through GNSS surveys

One shot of
photograph covers
a wide area

Category of road: National Route
Width of road: ≧ 25 m
Administrator: National government

Using the device (picture on slide 7) for
producing 3D images from pairs of
aerial photographs, position and height
data are obtained for roads, buildings
and contours and mapping is performed. Mapping data resulting from
this process serve as source for a map.

Column

Adding road information and map symbols

Editing mapping data with an editor

To show more clearly what mapping data represent, certain information
(categories of road and railroads), map symbols and notes (administrative
divisions such as municipalities) are added to them. As a result, easily
comprehensible maps will be created.

Safe climbing with a help of Big Data !

Recently, some climbers enjoy recording their
own climbing routes with GNSS functions of
their mobile terminal and uploading the data
to climbing community sites. The number of
such people is increasing.
GSI has recently started, in cooperation with
climbing community site operating companies, an updating system for climbing route
information on topographic maps, based on
the big data consisting of a huge amount of
such information uploaded on these community sites.
More accurate climbing routes of topographic maps will contribute to secure climber ’s
safety and convenience.
The traces you have left on mountains may
have been publicized on GSI’s topographic
maps.

Climber

Topographic Map

Climbing route data
Climbing route
(after correction)
Climbing route
(before correction)
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